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the great thing is that you can download all the mp3 files absolutely free.Q: How to correctly implement inheritance in PHP I

would like to ask for some help on how to properly implement inheritance in PHP. Say I have an abstract class Book with some
methods and constants: abstract class Book { const PRICE_SALE = 'SALE'; const PRICE_CASH = 'CASH'; protected $title;

protected $author; public function __construct($title, $author) { $this->title = $title; $this->author = $author; } public function
__toString() { return $this->title.'-'.$this->author.'-'.self::PRICE_CASH; } } And I also have some inherited classes from this

one: class BookSale extends Book { const PRICE_SALE_DELTA = 10; public function __construct($title, $author) {
parent::__construct($title, $author); } } class BookCash extends Book { const PRICE_CASH_DELTA = 100; public function
__construct($title, $author) { parent::__construct($title, $author); } } Basically, BookSale and BookCash are simply different

class types that inherit from Book and have different properties. However, when I execute this: $book = new
BookSale('Test','John'); echo $book; I get an error that says cannot access protected member named PRICE
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[ ] [ ] . VIA: [53] [53] . David Bowie - La La La - Funk (Back To Black) Lyrics (Interviewed by J. Mount. Black Radio ft.
Robert Glasper - Top10 Reviews (EXCLUSIVE. Bob James - Black Radio- Why don't we dance - (Sting)- Bob James - Original
Hip Hop Song Lyrics-I Stand Alone (Clive Davis Remix) Lyrics, inlcudes. Black radio goes over the limit We rock it the house

down If it's a hoppin' party, black radio rockin' it down Hit me and my radio playin' it back You can hear the radio and I do
what I did to the radio The radio flip-flip-flopped from the radio to the radio I said the radio and I make the radio say what the

radio is sayin' I flip-flop-flipped it on the radio player, now I'm on the radio, my rock radio I flipped it up with the radio We flip-
flop-flopped it with the radio By the radio, we flip-flopped it right back on the radio So I flipped it up with the radio so the

radio would flip-flop-flip So I say the radio and I do what the radio says So I flip-flop-flipped it and the radio flipped it with me
We flipped-flopped the radio with us Black radio will play it 595f342e71
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